
Artist: Taylor Le MelleWithÂ Contributions By: G, Ima-Abasi Okon, Simon Worthington Materials from Priya Jay, not/nowhere, Giorno Poetry Systems, Leigh Claire La Berge, PSSVenue:Â FELIX GAUDLITZ, Vienna as
part of curated by, ViennaExhibition Title:Â Text exercisesDate: September 5 â€“ 26, 2020Organized With: Richard BirkettNote: A conversation between Richard-Birkett and Taylor Le Melle is available here as well as an
accompanying text.Â Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of FELIX GAUDLITZ, ViennaLink: Taylor Le MelleÂ at FELIX GAUDLITZThe post Taylor
Le Melle at FELIX GAUDLITZ first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Helen MirraVenue:Â Nordenhake, BerlinExhibition Title: Ä‰ielarka aktivec&#8217;Date: September 12 â€“ November 14, 2020Click here to
view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of the artist and Galerie Nordenhake Berlin/Stockholm/Mexico City. Photos by Gerhard Kassner.Press
Release:Helen Mirra&#8217;s primary works for this exhibition manifest in linen, wool and silk. They were made consecutively over the past 13 months. One was constructed each month, and is titled after the monthâ€˜s
name in Esperanto. Unquestionably of great presence despite their modesty of material, size and method, they signal something profound besides their balanced material pleasure, and challenge the standard vocabulary
of apprehending visual art.Just as each of AndrÃ© Cadere&#8217;s (1934-1978) round bars of wood had an exception within its pattern, the sculpture on display in the exhibition constitutes an exception within the pattern
of monthly woven pieces. An exception referring to another exception, while also inexactly intimating it in form.As measurements of time and being, the 13 woven pieces capture in yarn the somatic activities of standing,
extending arms, articulating hands, breathing, and sensing. They are however not to be reduced to the time at the loom. Considering Helen Mirraâ€˜s holistic approach to art-making, and in particular the aspect that since
2006 she has been engaged in an ongoing project in which daylong walks generate artworks and vice versa, they can be understood with Lawrence Rinder, as â€žin a way, abstracted artifactsâ€œ of the practice of
walking.The works in the exhibition are installed on the wall yet negate painting in their construct. They have a slight though overt dimensional and object-like nature, and measurements given in three dimensions, yet do
not declare themselves as sculpture. And although they are woven, they do not particularly engage with the specific tradition of weaving as art. They rather exist in close proximity to ancient quotidian practices of
concatenating fiber for baskets or textiles â€“ though do not ally with a craft lineage any more than they do with an art lineage. The artist determines the particularities of their form and the rhythms of dyed and undyed
yarns by a preset system that colludes with chance: she has used only the yarns at hand in her storage, priorly sourced from small manufacturers (while this kind of ethic is typical of Mirra&#8217;s practice, it seems, now,
to presage what has become more obvious to the rest of us this year). The size of the work derives from two different looms, a small tapestry loom with colored warp and undyed weft and an even smaller one with reverse
vertical and horizontal threads. Arranged according to hue, shade and tint spectrum, coin flips decide which yarn to use from these orders, and how to set the loom pattern. Changes of colour within one work occur simply
because the previous yarn was consumed and the next from the sequence gets used.Analog to the making, the works take time to be perceived. It is beautiful and exciting to slowly notice how a simple system of humble
means and restricted parameters unfolds an abundance of variation in hue, differentiation in texture and nuances in gridded pattern, enhanced by changing light. With a reduced set of parameters somewhat like Sol
Lewitt&#8217;s (1928-2007) or Gego&#8217;s (1912-1994) â€” while emphatically working with an open systemâ€” Mirra arrives at an unfathomable complexity. Her annulment of binaries gives way to an in-betweenness
â€” consonant with the Buddhist concept alluded to in the title for the exhibition where â€žcessation and vibrancy are not divergentâ€œ.During the time of her parallel exhibitions Ä‰ielarka aktivecâ€™ in Berlin and la
malplena Ä‰ambro estas bela at Large Glass, London, the artist will engage in 30 daylong walks circling Mount Tamalpais in Northern California, where she lives. This triangulative moment is accompanied by the booklet
Rainbow Activity, available in print in the galleries and for self-print on the galleries&#8217; homepages. This booklet connects to and continues Mirra&#8217;s catalog raisonnÃ© Edge Habitat MaterialsÂ (2014). In lieu of
seeing the geographically-distant exhibitions in person, an image-extended color PDF is available online as well.Helen Mirra was born in Rochester, New York in 1970 and lives in Muir Beach, CA. In 2015 she participated
in the 12th Havana Biennial with a month-long walking project. She also participated in the 30th SÃ£o Paulo Biennial (2012) and the 50th Venice Biennial (2003). A fifteen year survey (1996-2010) of her work was
presented at Culturgest in Lisbon in 2014. Major exhibitions include Acts for placing woolen and linen at Cample Line (2020), Thornhill SCT; No Horizon at the Berkeley Art Museum (2019); Gehen, weben/Caminare,
tessere at Kunst Meran/Merano Arte (2017); Hourly Directional at Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study and with Ernst Karel at the MIT List Visual Arts Center (both Cambridge MA and in 2014); gehend (Field Recordings
1-3), which was held at three venues: Haus Konstruktiv, ZÃ¼rich (2012), KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin, and Bonner Kunstverein (both 2011), 65 Instants at the Berkeley Art Museum (2003), Declining Interval
Lands at the Whitney Museum in New York (2002); and Sky-wreckÂ at the Renaissance Society at the University of Chicago (2001). Mirra has been awarded various fellowships and residencies, including the
Guggenheim Fellowship (2020), OCA in Oslo (2007/08), DAAD in Berlin (2005/2006), and IASPIS in Stockholm (2011).Link: Helen Mirra at NordenhakeThe post Helen Mirra at Nordenhake first appeared on
Contemporary Art Daily.Artists:Â Lisa Jo, Laurent DupontVenue:Â Braunsfelder, CologneExhibition Title:Â A COVER UPDate: September 2 â€“ October 17, 2020Curated By:Â Tenzing BarsheeClick here to view
slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Braunsfelder, ColognePress Release:The two-person exhibition A cover up presents two new series of works by
Laurent Dupont and Lisa Jo. For their individual projects, both artists made copies, apparently of different things. To repeat means to question. Every copy distorts and every painting covers something else. Something is
always added, covered up.In her paintings on canvas, Lisa Jo replicates digital drawings with oil paint. Like a model painter, she works from a predetermined image. Her abstractions are taken directly from the iPad to a
larger format. By copying the digital shapes and colors, the artist distorts and translates her images along the way. The oil paints fail to achieve digital quality. The composition is arranged on a singular plane, layers are
illusions. The borderlines between her shapes often eschew hard edges. The artist creates indisputable boundaries. The contours are a little murky.Laurent Dupont repainted the visible parts of cardboard boxes, most of
which he found on the streets of his hometown Brussels. Unlike a trompe-l&#8217;Å“il effect, these works arenâ€™t visual illusions. Instead, they reiterate the existing forms and colors on the boxesâ€™ surfaces. The
composition or design is predetermined, it is repetition. Similar to painting by numbers, his arduous process is a futile attempt to mimic a digital procedure. The artist sees these works as restorations: to remake what has
started to fade, to hold on to what has already left the building; perhaps, it is an illusion in the end.By painfully slowing down, Dupont and Jo recap the punchline of painting in the digital age. In the face of accelerated
modes of reproduction and distribution, it is paintingâ€™s anachronistic feature, which makes it the butt of its own joke: labor and materiality. In a Freudian twist, both artists iterate the Modernist dogma of art as fetish
and, consequently celebrate its masochism.Paradoxically, both cases insist on the redundancy of languageâ€”it is merely a construction. And, as the comparison of Laurent Dupont and Lisa Joâ€™s art shows, the stuff
that was made, can always be undone or made again.Tenzing Barshee&nbsp;Link: Lisa Jo, Laurent DupontÂ at BraunsfelderThe post Lisa Jo, Laurent Dupont at Braunsfelder first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:Louisa Gagliardi at Antenna SpaceSophie Jung at Casino LuxembourgEmil RÃ¸nn Andersen at PrimerSimon Denny at K21Shannon Te Ao at MossmanRaha Raissnia at Marta
CerveraSydney Schrader at GandtGroup Show at Galerie BuchholzPhung-tien Phan at Kunstverein Harburger BahnhofBerta Fischer at Barbara WeissPropaganda Women at Emanuel LayrLaurent Dupont, Lisa Jo at
BraunsfelderSamuel Jeffery, Flora Klein at Christian AndersenHave an excellent week.The post Week in Review: September 27, 2020 first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists: Samuel Jeffery, Flora
KleinVenue:Â Christian Andersen, CopenhagenDate: August 26 â€“ October 3, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Christian
Andersen, Copenhagen. Photos by Malle Madsen.Press Release:If we were to imagine that there is only one colour, and if we were to try to entirely sympathise with this colour, and therefore enter into it â€“ as opposed
to perceive it from the exterior â€“ we would sense ourselves caught in a continuity between itâ€™s darkest and it&#8217;s lightest shade. And, as we further continue this effort, the entire colour spectrum beneath us
would begin to unfold.Onto the galleryâ€™s opposing walls, additional walls have been affixed. Artworks have been installed on and around these interventions â€” which identify in full as neither work nor institution. By
placing emphasis here, an attempt has been made to interfere with the separation between things, allowing them, by turns, to conflate and divide, dilate and contract.Link: Samuel Jeffery, Flora Klein at Christian
AndersenThe post Samuel Jeffery, Flora Klein at Christian Andersen first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists: Thelma Hell, MaÃ¯a Izzo-Foulquier, Zelda WeinenVenue:Â Emanuel Layr, Vienna as part of curated
by, ViennaExhibition Title:Â Propaganda WomenDate: September 5 â€“ October 3, 2020Curated By: Lili Reynaud-Dewar and Olga RozenblumNote: A publication associated with the exhibition is available here.Click here
to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Videos:Zelda Weinen, La douleur,Â HD video, 20:30 min (excerpt)MaÃ¯a Izzo-Foulquier, F*ck Endemol / Sans
consentement* / Part 1, HD video, 19:00 min (excerpt)Courtesy of the estate of MaÃ¯a Izzo-Foulquier and Emanuel Layr, Vienna. â€¨Photos by kunst-dokumentation.com.Press Release:After At the beginning, there is
luxury and there is poverty at Treize in February in Paris, Propaganda WomenÂ at Gallery Emanuel Layr in Vienna is the second iteration of a series of exhibitions dedicated to the work of MaÃ¯a Izzo Foulquier
(1991-2019).She worked under different identities, and multiplied aesthetic strategies â€“ using text, image and music â€“ in order to produce a highly personal and moving critique of patriarchy, institutions and norms.
MaÃ¯a Izzo-Foulquier, who, after studying political science, trained at Ã‰cole de la Photograhie in Arles, and then at Villa Arson in Nice, primarily used photography as her main medium, documenting her emotional life
and that of her friends and encounters, creating narrative structures directly related to her personal and social experiences. She described those structures as highly performative:â€•My books, photographs, videos,
collages and texts are visual devices. They are my evidences. They report experiences in which representation is primarily envisioned as an action, a performance.â€• She also put under scrutiny her aesthetic influences,
such as Antoine dâ€™Agata, Wolfgang Tillmans or George Tony Stoll, and engaged into a feminist critique of male dominance, which led her to literally use herself more politically, and more physically too, through the
practice of sex work and the defence of sex workersâ€™ rights. At that point in her life, Thelma Hell, a brilliant activist and 
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